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Typetanic Fonts, Standard End-User License Agreement (EULA)

This End-User License Agreement between you and Typetanic Fonts governs the terms of use the Font Software and the designs contained therein
(collectively, “Fonts”), together with any materials that may be associated with the product now or in the future. If you do not wish to enter into this Agreement,
do not purchase, access, use or otherwise download or install the Font Software.

1. Copyright

The Fonts and any accompanying software or documents are exclusive copyright of Typetanic Fonts. Unauthorized copying of the Fonts or other materials,
even if modified, merged, or included with other software is strictly prohibited. You may be held legally responsible for any infringement of the foundry’s
intellectual property rights that is caused or encouraged by your failure to abide by the terms of this Agreement. All rights not expressly granted herein are
reserved to Typetanic Fonts.

2. Number of users

The maximum number of simultaneous users is specified at purchase. All users must belong to the same company or household purchasing the font. If you
are a design consultancy, advertising agency or purchasing this license for use by such an entity, the ultimate end user should also purchase a license
appropriate for the intended use of the Fonts.

3. Acceptable Uses

You may use the licensed Fonts to create fixed-size images, either printed or on-screen. You may also use the licensed Fonts to create scalable vector
drawings (such as EPS files), provided that all text is converted to outlines and that all original Font files will remain only in your control or the control of a third
party (graphic designer, printer, or similar entity) working solely on your behalf. You may not use the licensed Fonts in the creation of alphabet products such
as house numbers, rubber stamp sets, adhesive alphabet letters, or rub-on transfers without the purchase of an extended license.

4. Third Parties

You may provide the licensed Fonts to a printer, graphic designer, or other entity working solely on your behalf. Fonts granted to a third party must be used
exclusively for the license holder and may not be used on any other outside projects. Third parties must agree to the terms of this license, and retain no
copies of the font upon completion of the work.

5. Embedding

(a.) Document Embedding
You may embed the licensed Fonts into any document you send to third parties. Such documents, e.g. PDF files, may be viewed and printed (but not edited)
by the recipients.

(b.) Web Embedding
You may embed the licensed Fonts into a web site as an image (JPG, GIF, or other), or as dynamic Flash text. For @font-face CSS embedding, please
purchase a WebFont license specifically for this purpose.

(c.) Hardware and Software Embedding
Embedding Fonts into software or devices that will later be on sale for purchase requires extended licensing. Please contact info@typetanicfonts.com for
information on extended licensing. You may not embed Fonts with only standard licensing into software or hardware products in which the products will later
be purchased, including Apps and eBooks.

6. Modifications

You may import and modify individual characters from the Fonts into a drawing program. You may not modify, adapt, disassemble, or create derivative works
based on the licensed Font itself without prior written consent from Typetanic fonts.

7. Disclaimer of Liability.

Typetanic Fonts disclaims all liability for any loss, cost or damage associated with the licensed product. Fonts and other documents or software are provided
as-is and include no warranty.
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